
Lenormand Card Combinations 

 

Certain pairings of the Lenormand cards have special meanings attached to them, and sometimes 

these pairings can make an otherwise-negative card positive, or an otherwise-positive card, 

negative. What follows is a list of such combinations: 

The Rider/the Heart: matters of the heart are soon brought to your attention, either by 

communication of some kind or a visit. If you has been separated from someone you love, you 

soon receive news about them. If your love life has been dormant, it will soon come back to life. 

The Rider/the Letter: you soon receive an important communication. It could be documents of 

some kind.  

The Rider/the Child: news about a pregnancy, baby, or child, or news about a new project 

beginning. 

The Rider/the Road: expect to take a short trip soon, possibly in response to a message you 

receive. 

The Rider/the Garden: new developments on the career front. You receive a message in a public 

place.  

The Rider/the Book: you either receive information is a secret manner, or you receive top-secret 

information soon. 

The Clover/the Clouds: good fortune is overshadowed by doubts and worries. You may be your 

own worst enemy here, focusing on what’s gone wrong in your life, rather than what’s good. 

The Clover/the Heart: good fortune in love; your love is true to you. 



The Clover/the Child: a happy event awaits you. 

The Clover/the Road or the Ship: a trip will turn out well; you may experience some good fortune 

or gain as the result of your travels. 

The Ship/the Garden, the Fish or the Lily: expect an improvement in your business affairs, an 

increase in luck or fortune. Your ship may’ve come in! 

The Ship/the Road, the Stork or the Rider: expect a sudden flurry of activity after a long period 

of waiting. 

The Ship/the Heart: a lover from overseas, or you find romance while on a trip abroad. 

The Ship/the Coffin: an inheritance. 

The Ship/the Whip: restrictions, money problems. 

The Ship/the House: a home abroad. 

The House/the Lily: either property may represent a potential business opportunity for you, or you 

will work from home. 

The House/the Key or the Child: a new home. 

The House/the Stork: moving from one home to another, or emigrating. 

The House/the Mouse: someone in your immediate circle could be secretly undermining you. You 

may have an embezzler or pilferer under your roof. 

The House/the Fox: someone is putting on a front; all is not as it seems. 

The House/the Fish: your dream home, or a good property investment, or a building venture. 



The House/the Anchor: stay where you are. Your home is your security. 

The House/the Road: you will be changing your address soon. Or there’s an RV in your future. 

The House/the Sun, the Moon, the Star, the Tree, or the Clover: your home life will be happy 

and extremely important to you. 

The Tree/the Moon: lasting success, and acknowledgement of your accomplishments. 

The Tree/the Book: a secret wish is fulfilled. 

The Tree/the Fish: your money situation is improving. 

The Tree/the Heart: a love relationship is growing stronger. 

The Tree/the Rider or the Letter: you will receive news of something which will grow into a 

strong and wonderful concern 

The Tree/the Mouse, the Snake or the Clouds: beside these or any other negative cards, 

worrisome situations will be overcome. 

The Tree/the Key: you will shortly obtain a very important goal. This could portend recovery from 

a serious illness, or the return of energy. 

The Clouds/the Dog: doubts about a friendship. 

The Clouds/the Sun: the worst is behind you. 

The Clouds/the Bird: destructive and worrisome talk. 

The Clouds/the Heart: you are thinking about love. If you are in love, it may be an unrequited 

love. 



The Clouds/the Lily: mental tensions; there may be problems or annoyances on the domestic or 

work front. 

The Clouds/the Fish: unexpected expenses may suddenly arise. 

The Clouds/the Road: be prepared for a bumpy ride. 

The Clouds/the Whip, the Coffin, the Mouse, the Snake, or the Fox: you are entering a difficult 

period. Clear thinking, discretion, and determination to see this thing through are called for from 

you now. 

The Snake/your Significator Card: speech is silver, but silence is golden. Keep your own counsel 

for a while; there is someone untrustworthy in your environment, from whom you should keep 

your plans secret. 

The Snake/the Heart: your lover may be deceiving you about something, or keeping important 

information from you. 

The Snake/the Bear: jealousy. 

The Snake/the Sun: the Sun shines down on the deceitful Snake, exposing his schemes, lies, and 

true motives. 

The Snake/the Mouse, the Fox, the Whip, the Coffin, or the Scythe: all these potential-pairings 

call for caution—do not reveal your whole plans to anyone else. It may indicate you may have to 

turn away from your present course and take a new path altogether. Someone may be sneakily 

working against you, and for your harm. 

The Snake/the Sun, the Tower or the Tree: your wisdom will enable you to handle awkward 

circumstances well. 



The Coffin/the Scythe: this pairing foretells death, and it is the only card combination in this deck 

which does so. 

The Coffin/the Heart:  love comes to an end, your lover is parted from you, or a love affair changes 

radically. 

The Coffin/the Cross: a deceased relative may be watching over you. 

The Coffin/the Clouds: negative thinking. 

The Coffin/the Fish: money is delayed; a wait for funding. 

The Coffin/the Lily: illness. If the Sun or the Tree is nearby, a sound recovery follows. 

The Flowers/the Heart or the Ring: a truly excellent relationship. 

The Flowers/the Clouds the Coffin or the Bird: a good, graceful attitude will overcome all 

problems. 

The Flowers/the Garden: a promotion, or good business prospects. 

The Flowers/the Dog: time spent with a loved friend or family member. 

The Flowers/any card signifying a wish, such as House, Heart, Man, Woman, Fish, Ship: your 

wish will be granted. 

The Flowers/the Road or the Ship: you are about to go on a wonderful trip. 

The Scythe/the Road or the Ship: you may suddenly have to go on an unanticipated trip. 

The Scythe/the Ring or the Heart: a sudden, radical change in a relationship, or an abrupt end to 

it. 



The Scythe/the Anchor: you can recover from big changes, and make progress. 

The Scythe/the Cross: a whole change of ambition, or your future path. 

The Whip/the Bird: you may be the subject and victim of vicious gossip. Painful talk around you. 

The Whip/the Clouds: mental anguish. Your own thoughts are punishing you. 

The Whip/the Road: a quarrel will separate you from someone you care about. Surrounding cards 

may indicate who. 

The Whip/the Snake: you may need to work hard to get at the truth of the matter. 

The Whip/the Tower: a stalemate; a static situation. The sort of punishment that only societal 

institutions can dish out.  

The Whip/the Ship: restrictions. A punishing trip. It may be you should’ve stayed home. 

The Whip/the Fish: a quarrel regarding money, or business decisions. 

The Bird/the Road: you have taken a wrong turn. Considerable talk about your life choices. 

The Bird/the Heart or the Ring: you are being overly-nervous about your connection to the one 

you love, and need to calm down, or you will do the relationship damage. 

The Bird/the Sun: worries banished. Conversation about you has a positive result. 

The Bird/the Fox: betrayal, and talk about a betrayal. Or, considerable talk about work. 

The Child/the Stork: a pregnancy. 

The Child/the Flowers: a happy event. 

The Child/the Moon: a proposal, most likely a marriage proposal. 



The Child/the Fish: a business enterprise still in its infancy. 

The Child/the House: a new home. 

The Child/the Man or the Woman: a person with children. If it is a man or woman without 

children, it can indicate a person who is young at heart. 

The Fox/the Dog: someone is not the ‘friend’ they appear to be; beware. 

The Fox/the Man or the Woman: someone important to you is not above using trickery or playing 

games in order to get what they want. 

The Fox/the Heart or the Ring: someone you are in love with is deceiving you. 

The Fox/the Moon: be wary of accepting any proposal of any kind at this time; it may turn out to 

be a trap. 

The Fox/the House: someone is putting on a front; all is not as it seems. 

The Fox/the Stork: motherhood and young ones. 

The Fox/the Bear: envy-based negative attitudes. 

The Fox/the Fish: guard your investments and accounts carefully; you are at risk of theft. 

The Bear/the House: an important house. An important business or legal matter concerning the 

home. 

The Bear/the Heart or the Ring: an important love relationship. 

The Bear/the Lily: a legal matter, or some situation concerning rules and regulations. 

The Bear/the Man: either an important man, or a physically tall, imposing man. 



The Bear/the Whip: big problems to overcome. 

The Bear/the Fish: money earned through a profession. 

The Star/the Garden: a successful meeting; can also indicate a karmic connection. 

The Star/the House: a domestic wish happens. 

The Star/the Whip, the Bird, the Mouse or other negative card: a good outcome, regardless of 

challenges to your position.  

The Star/the Heart or the Ring: a good omen for a love relationship. 

The Star/the Fish: your business or money situation looks excellent. 

The Stork/the Garden: an important party. 

The Stork/the Coffin: something which has been delayed or stalled starts to happen now. 

The Stork/the House:  a change of residence; possible emigration; your living space is blessed. 

The Stork/the Road: you will shortly go on a journey. 

The Stork/the Ship: a very important journey, from which the traveler may not return, but choose 

to stay abroad to work and live. 

The Dog/the Child: you have begun a new friendship that will prove to be a lasting one. 

The Dog/the Garden: you have found a trustworthy business partner. 

The Dog/the Clouds: you have doubts and concerns about a friend; you suspect their motives. 

The Dog/the Ring: a romance, which grows out of an initial friendship. 

The Tower/the Clouds: something which happened in the past casts a shadow on the present. 



The Tower/the Cross: spirit communication; mediumship. 

The Tower/the Mountain: conflict between self-preservation and dealing with an unresolved 

issue. 

The Tower/the House: an old house, or possibly past family history. 

The Tower/the Book: a book the inquirer is destined to write. 

The Tower/the Star: hopes will come to pass after actions successfully executed by the inquirer. 

The Garden/the House: a fine house with an equally-fine garden. 

The Garden/the Tree: a happy outcome. 

The Garden/the Ring: a wedding is in the offing. 

The Garden/the Lily: a hospital. 

The Garden/the Fish: a business-related social affair, an office party, or some-such. 

The Mountain/the Heart: a challenging love relationship. 

The Mountain/the Whip: a period of quarrels to resolve and obstacles to overcome. 

The Mountain/the House: a challenge on the domestic front; even an enemy living under the same 

roof as the inquirer. 

The Mountain/the Dog: a friendship which is proving challenging and troubled at the moment. 

The Road or Crossroads/the Scythe: the inquirer is advised to make a break with the past and to 

have the courage to take a new direction. 



The Road or Crossroads/the Sun: a new start. A big decision will turn out to have been for the 

best.  

The Road or Crossroads/the Heart: an important choice or decision to make about love. 

The Road or Crossroads/the Mouse: a choice just made could prove to be more expensive or 

difficult than the inquirer realizes. 

The Road/the Rider: a message arrives, which necessitates a trip. 

The Road/the Whip: a change in life path as the result of a quarrel; someone goes on a trip to ‘cool 

down’ from an argument. 

The Mouse/the Sun: someone around you has been stealing from you or undermining you and 

you will soon discover who it is, and what they’ve been doing. 

The Mouse/the Heart: a love interest may be costing you dearly, either emotionally, financially, 

or both. 

The Mouse/the Heart, the Scythe or the Coffin:  a love affair is well and truly over. 

The Mouse/the Fish: theft, embezzlement; money is being eaten away. 

The Mouse/the Dog: a friendship is costing you dearly, either emotionally or financially, or is not 

reciprocated. 

The Mouse/the Tower: a static situation; a stalemate. 

The Mouse/the Lily: illness is coming to you. 

The Mouse/the Coffin: a health scare is coming for someone you know. 

The Heart/the Ship: a love comes to you from overseas. 



The Heart/the Star: a long-lived love affair. 

The Heart/the Scythe: a suddenly-broken love, and/or a broken heart. 

The Heart/the Book: an as-yet-unknown love. 

The Heart/the Road: a change in a relationship; one may actually leave the other. Or, going away 

after ending a relationship. Or, a choice about love may be presented to the inquirer. 

The Heart/the Bear: an intense relationship. If negative cards are nearby, it could indicate 

possessiveness on the part of someone, or abuse. 

The Heart/the Stork: a change in affections, either increasing or lessening. 

The Ring/the Heart: an important and strong love relationship.  

The Ring/the Book: a forthcoming proposal, which may take the proposee by surprise. 

The Ring/the Woman: a married woman. 

The Ring/the Man: a married man. 

The Ring/the Moon: a proposal, could be a love relationship or a business partnership. 

The Ring/the Scythe: a divorce, either of a marriage or business partnership, is indicated. 

The Book/the Sun: writing or other creative projects flourish and prosper. 

The Book/the Child: a new collaboration comes into being, or knowledge is shared. 

The Book/the Man: a man as yet unknown. 

The Book/the Cross: a very religious or spiritual person. 

The Book/the House: a house you have not yet visited. 



The Book/the Garden: a library. 

The Book/the Tower: a very learned person, or an ambitious student. 

The Book/the Letter: some unexpected and very surprising news will arrive shortly. 

The Book/the Lily: writing as a profession. 

The Book/the Fish: money earned through writing.  

The Book/the Ring: a marriage. 

The Letter/the Flowers or the Moon: an invitation. 

The Letter/the Lily: an offer of business; business contract. 

The Letter/the Heart: a declaration of love. 

The Letter/the Clouds: troubling news will shortly arrive; communications difficulties. 

The Letter/the Mouse: news of a theft, embezzlement, or undermining. 

The Lily/the Moon: a job offer, promotion, or award is coming soon. 

The Lily/the Heart: someone met at work who becomes beloved by you. 

The Lily/the Dog: at work, you make a friend, who may be of assistance to you. 

The Lily/the Road: a career choice; possibly, a change of career direction. 

The Lily/the Ship: travel for work purposes; a business trip. 

The Lily/the Bear: the law, a lawyer, some legal matter. 

The Lily/the Stork: an office party. 



The Lily/the Key: a career is going to be very important, or an important life change coming. 

The Sun/the Clouds: expect doubts and troubles to go away. 

The Sun/the Fish: good fortune with money. 

The Sun/the Coffin: illness will go away. A full convalescence will occur. 

The Sun/the Whip: a good outcome will result from an argument. 

The Sun/the Road: a new start. A big decision made now turns out for the best. 

The Sun/the Bird: gossip about you comes to naught; your worries on this score are banished. 

The Sun/the Cross: strength and hope in adversity. 

The Sun/the Mountain: a positive outcome to a challenge met. You have the strength and energy 

to move ahead and be successful. 

The Moon/the Tree: lasting success and public honor. 

The Moon/the Anchor: success, honor and recognition brings long-term security and rewards. 

The Moon/the Garden: a proposal of some kind or honor of some kind comes through work or 

some other large endeavor you are engaged in. 

The Key/the Clouds: your doubts and worries will soon be at an end; information is revealed, and 

possibilities open up, which makes everything alright. 

The Key/the House: a new home, or you buy property or real estate. 

The Key/the Ship: a trip will provide a key to the solution of a problem now troubling you. 



The Key/the Book: a solution suddenly presents itself. Access to hidden knowledge leads to 

success. 

The Key/the Clover: you are being protected. A solution presents itself at the right time. 

The Fish/the Anchor: secure investments. 

The Anchor/the Ship: you feel torn between movement and staying put. 

The Anchor/the Clouds, the Whip, or the Mouse: stand your ground, and do not flinch. Great 

stoicism is called for at this time. 

The Anchor/the Bear:  a big proposition. Long-term protection. 

The Anchor/the Scythe: you can recover from big changes and make progress. Or, a sudden 

change after a long period of status-quo. 

The Cross/the Tower: support. Also spirit communication or mediumship. 

The Cross/the Heart: a destined love. Your lover may be a burden in some way. 

The Cross/the Ship: a destined trip. 

The Cross/the Coffin: an illness to come, but it is meant to be. 

 

            This is not a complete listing of the meanings of specific pairings, but some chief ones to 

keep in mind. An important skill to acquire when interpreting the Lenormand cards (really, 

any card deck used for divination, but especially the Lenormand cards) is to learn and 

discern fully the meaning of each card, and then to make an educated guess as to what a 

meshing of two cards’ meanings would mean within the larger context of the reading.  



  

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


